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Cluster is an immersive audiovisual ins-
tallation that explores relationships be-
tween space, time and perception.

Geometric schematization of architectu-
re using light instruments transforms the 
space into a container for the abstract 
language of light and sound
.
Through a carefully crafted synchroniza-
tion between sound and light, and a 
will for exploring the limits of human 
perception, a very special experience is 
created which bring the audience into a 
psychic journey of abstract geometry.

Cluster joins together scienti�c concepts 
with audiovisual inmmersion. Technically 
founded on clusters of synchronized os-
cillators that form transversal waves, 
pixel textures are created and mapped 
to the LED �xtures. 

This same pixel texture is also fed into a 
soni�cation engine which turns visual 
contents into sound by analizing bright-
ness of each pixel. The result of this 
additive sound synthesis is spatialized 
so that when a LED/pixel is lit in a spe-
ci�cal spot in space, sound for that 
pixel is positioned accordingly.

The audiovisual discourse is formed by 
a set of sequential abstract scenes 
which explore dif ferent concepts, for an 
overall show of around 12 minutes.













minimum height
for each column

4m

minimum distance
between columns

3m

Cluster can either parasite an existing 
architectural column array or create a new 
one, using truss towers or hanging LEDs 
from ceilings or ephimeral structures. 
It can work both outdoors or indoors



Approximative Rider:

Provided by the organization:

-8x channel full range PA Sound system 
-1x Digital Audio Mixer
-1x 8 output sound card
-1x 9 RGB wash high power PARLED
-1x DMX, audio and electrical wiring and 
plugs at each column
-2x elevators during setup

Provided by Playmodes

-192 LED pixel bars
-Artnet-DMX interfaces, power sources, ether-
net wiring

Full range top+sub speaker

Column and LED bars

RGB Wash light



Playmodes is an audiovisual research studio.

We work with custom, self-made technologies. Our 
mixture of creativity, software and hardware gives 
birth to immersive installations, projection mapping, 
lighting for buildings, digital scenography, audiovisual 
instruments and sound design.

Our innovative approach, attention to detail and a 
craving for storytelling make us consider projects from 
all points of view, delivering intensely unique works 
that translate across cultures.

We love to experiment with new formats, working 
with Open Source tools and collaborating with 
people from around the world to deliver innovative 
projects, both in the artistic and commercial spectrum.

We’re passionate about art, music, science, code 
and nature, and we share this passion by giving 
lectures and workshops in universities, schools or 
institutions.

If you have a crazy idea you want to make real, 
please contact us at info@playmodes.com


